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The radiobiological effect of densely ionizing ends of
primary or secondary charged particles may be influ-
enced significantly by processes running in the chemical
stage of radiobiological mechanism; especially the influ-
ence of present oxygen may be very important. The
effect of its or of other species (radiomodifiers) present
in water medium during irradiation may be studied with
the help of corresponding mathematical models. The
model based on the use of Petri nets will be proposed
and described.
Two parallel processes, i.e., diffusion of radicals and

their chemical reactions, running in corresponding radi-
cal clusters formed during energy transfer may be repre-
sented with the help of the given model. A great number
of chemical species may be easily taken into account.
The model enables to study the concentrations of indivi-
dual radicals changing during cluster diffusion and to
estimate their damaging effects on corresponding DNA
molecules in given cells. The results demonstrating the
influence of oxygen under different concentrations will
be presented.
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